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RENEWABLE
BIODEGRADABLE

SUSTAINABLE

Safe for
your cat.

Clean for
the Earth.

Easy on
your wallet.

100%

“ My cats were instantly attracted to 
Dr. Bales One Source™! This litter is 

everything I needed for a healthy cat 
home. Fast, solid clumping absorbs liquid 

and odors so cleaning is no longer a 
chore. Dust-free so my cats and I can 

breathe easier. My home smells clean. My 
cats are happy and healthy, and I’m 

helping the planet! ”
- Happy Cat Mom

Nashville, Tennessee

ONE SOURCE™

Dr. Bales



    As a veterinarian, I have 
spent my career inventing 
game-changing solutions to meet 
the unique needs of cats. As a 
mother of two, I am passionate about 
leaving a healthy planet for the future. 
So, I set out to create a plant-based cat 

litter made from one, renewably sourced, 
environmentally friendly ingredient with no 

added chemicals or scent. It had to be super 
absorbent and form easy-to-clean clumps with great odor 
control. It also had to be affordable and super lightweight to 
make paying for and unloading a little easier. And most 
importantly, it had to be soft on paws and my cat’s first 

choice. Dr. Bales One Source™ is that litter! It is made from 
only one ingredient - the cooked bark and fiber of the 

Yuca plant. Finally, you can take great care of 
your cat, your wallet, and our planet.

Dr. L iz Bales

THE STORY

Dr. Bales One Source™ is 
made from ONE single 

ingredient - Yuca Root. 
Commonly known in the 

U.S. as Cassava, Yuca is a highly 
drought-resistant crop and a mainstay in the diets of 
millions of people living in tropical and sub-tropical 
regions around the globe. Dr. Bales One Source™   is 
made from the cooked bark and by-product of the 
Yuca Root after processing for human grade foods. 

This safe, cooked, renewable and sustainable 
plant is high in starch and fiber content making 

it a great natural source for cat litter for its 
high absorbency and powerful 

clumping characteristics.

THE LITTER

ALL NATURAL

NO CHEMICALS

NO FRAGRANCES

SOFT ON PAWS

SUPER ABSORBENT

BETTER ODOR CONTROL

USE LESS - SAVE MORE

Made with a Single Renewable 
Ingredient, Yuca Bark
All natural formula free from chemical 
agents, perfumes, bleaches and dyes.

Better Odor Control
Odor is controlled by our patent pending 
Yucan Process that provides great 
absorption capacity and helps avoid 
unpleasant smells.

Tight, Fast Clumping
Natural Yuca starch is the active 
ingredient that quickly absorbs moisture to 
form tight clumps for easier scooping and 
reduced litter waste so you use less. 

Super Absorbent
Natural Yuca cat litter quickly absorbs 7 
times its weight in moisture so it uses less 
clean litter to form clumps.

99.9% Dust Free
Less dust for a cleaner, fresher home for 
you and your cat.

Less Tracking
Natural Yuca litter is soft on paws and 
leaves less tracking than other clumping 
litters. Better for your home environment 
and your cat.

Lightweight
Natural Yuca litter is ultra light and low 
density so it’s easier on your back and 
your delivery driver’s back.

#34002    ONE SOURCE CAT LITTER 4.4lbs 077234340028

#34003    ONE SOURCE CAT LITTER 8.8lbs 077234340035

#34004    ONE SOURCE CAT LITTER 17.6lbs 077234340042

One 4.4 lb Bag Lasts
Up to 30 Days!

30
Days= 15

Days=

MULTI-CAT FORMULAS
 8.8 LB BAG     17.6 LB BAG

60
Days=

30
Days=

120
Days=

60
Days=

    ITEM #  DESCRIPTION/SIZE                 UPC      

Flushable
Dr. Bales One Source litter clumps are 
flushable and will disintegrate when 
flushed. Flush only 1 to 2 clumps at a 
time. CAUTION: California law prohibits 
the flushing of any kind of cat litter.

PERFECT FOR 
USE IN

AUTOMATIC 
LITTER BOXES!


